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Introduction

The curriculum at Weavers Academy is designed 
to secure strong aspirations and ambition for all of 
our students. It supports young people to become 
effective learners and responsible citizens, confident 
to take their place in a fast changing world. 

Students will access a core curriculum which 
includes:-

 ■ English
 ■ Mathematics
 ■ Science
 ■ Core PE
 ■ Philosophy and Ethics

Students will also study four further ‘option’ subjects. 
Students’ preferences together with their subject 
progress and suitability will be taken into account 
throughout the guided process.
This booklet gives the content of each subject 
including information on how the subjects are 
assessed.

This is an important and exciting stage of secondary 
education and we look forward to guiding students 
through the process.

Vivien Swaida 

A message from 
our Principal

Introduction
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The Compulsory Subjects
All students take English Language, English Literature, Maths 

and Science. 

01

Compulsory Subjects
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English Language GCSE English Literature GCSE
Examination Board: AQA

Course Content
GCSE English Language is designed on the basis that students should read and be assessed on high-quality, challenging texts
from the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries. Each text studied must represent a substantial piece of writing, making significant 
demands on students in terms of content, structure and the quality of language. The texts, across a range of genres and types, 
should support students in developing their own writing by providing effective models. The texts must include literature and 
extended literary non-fiction, and other writing such as essays, reviews and journalism (both printed and online).

Aims and Learning Outcomes
Courses based on this specification should encourage students to read fluently and write effectively. They should be able
to demonstrate a confident control of Standard English and they should be able to write grammatically correct sentences, 
deploy figurative language and analyse texts.
Courses based on this specification should enable students to:

 ■ read a wide range of texts, fluently and with good understanding
 ■ read critically, and use knowledge gained from wide reading to inform and improve their own writing
 ■ write effectively and coherently using Standard English appropriately
 ■ use grammar correctly, punctuate and spell accurately
 ■ acquire and apply a wide vocabulary, alongside a knowledge and understanding of grammatical terminology, and 

linguistic conventions for reading, writing and spoken language.

In addition, they must enable students to:
 ■ listen to and understand spoken language, and use spoken Standard English effectively.

The Spoken Language endorsement will be reported on as part of the qualification, but it will not form part of the final mark 
and grade.

Assessment
Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing
In section A, reading a literature fiction text in order to consider how established writers use narrative and descriptive
techniques to capture the interest of readers
In section B, writing their own creative text, inspired by the topic that they have responded to in section A to demonstrate 
their narrative and descriptive skills in response to a written prompt, scenario or visual image.

Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives
In section A, reading two linked sources from different time periods and genres in order to consider how each presents a
perspective or viewpoint to influence the reader.
In section B, producing a written text to a specified audience, purpose and form in which they give their own perspective on 
the theme that has been introduced to them in section A.

Please see Mrs Aziz if you would like more information.

Examination Board: AQA

Course Content
 ■ Shakespeare

 – Students will study one play from a choice of six texts studying the whole text: Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet, The 
Tempest, The Merchant of Venice, Much Ado About Nothing or Julius Caesar.

 ■ 19th Century novel
 – Students will study one novel from a list of seven set texts. They will study the whole novel: Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, A 

Christmas Carol, Great Expectations, Jane Eyre, Frankenstein, Pride and Prejudice or The Sign of Four.
 ■ Modern texts

 – Students will study one from a choice of 12 set texts which include prose fiction and drama. Our current programme 
of study allows the choice of Lord of the Flies, An Inspector Calls and Animal Farm.

 ■ Poetry
 – Students will study one cluster of poems from the AQA anthology: power and conflict.

 ■ Unseen poetry

Aims and Learning Outcomes
Courses based on this specification should encourage students to develop knowledge and skills in reading, writing and
critical thinking. Through literature, students have a chance to develop culturally and acquire knowledge of the best that has 
been thought and written. Studying GCSE English Literature should encourage students to read widely for pleasure, and as a 
preparation for studying literature at a higher level.

Courses based on this specification should also encourage students to:
 ■ read a wide range of classic literature fluently and with good understanding, and make connections across their reading
 ■ read in depth, critically and evaluatively, so that they are able to discuss and explain their understanding and ideas
 ■ develop the habit of reading widely and often
 ■ appreciate the depth and power of the English literary heritage
 ■ write accurately, effectively and analytically about their reading, using Standard English
 ■ acquire and use a wide vocabulary, including the grammatical terminology and other literary and linguistic terms they 

need to criticise and analyse what they read.

Assessment
Assessment consists of 100% final examination. Students will sit two written papers, paper 1 covers Shakespeare and 19th
Century Novel and is 1 hour 45 minutes. Paper 2 covers Modern Texts and Poetry and is 2 hours 15 minutes long.

Please see Mrs Aziz if you would like more information.
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Science GCSEMathematics GCSE
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Examination Board: AQA

Course Content
This course provides students with the opportunity to develop their skills and understanding and prepares them for the 
mathematical demands of their work and life. They will work on both calculator and non-calculator methods. It will also equip 
students with critical analytical skills and encourages and develops their problem solving skills.
Students will study 6 areas:

 ■ Number
 ■ Algebra
 ■ Ratio, proportion and rates of change
 ■ Geometry and measures
 ■ Statistics
 ■ Probability

In all of them they will:
 ■ Use their knowledge and understanding to make connections between mathematical concepts
 ■ Apply the functional elements of mathematics in everyday and real-life stations
 ■ Acquire and use problem-solving strategies
 ■ Select and apply mathematical techniques and methods in mathematical, every day and real-world situations
 ■ Reason mathematically, make deductions and inferences and draw conclusions
 ■ Interpret and communicate mathematical information in a variety of forms appropriate to the information and context

Assessment
Assessment consists of three exam papers, one of which is non-calculator. Each paper is 1 hour 30 minutes in length, has 80 
marks available and are equally weighted. Each paper will be consist of a mix of questions styles, from short, single-mark 
questions to multi-step problems. The mathematical demand increases as a student progresses through the paper. There are 
three assessment objectives, which make up the following percentages on the exam papers

 ■ A01: Use and apply standard techniques, 40-50%
 ■ A02: Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically, 25-30%
 ■ A03: Solve problems within mathematics and in other contexts, 25-30%

If you are entered for the GCSE at Foundation Tier you will be assessed at grades 1-5, if you are entered at Higher Tier you will 
be assessed at grades 4-9.

Please see your maths teacher or Mr Smith if you would like more information.

Mathematics GCSE Science GCSE
Examination Board: AQA

Course Content
The GCSE qualifications in science encourage students to be inspired, motivated and challenged by following a broad,
coherent, practical, satisfying and worthwhile course of study. It provides insight into, and experience of how science works, 
stimulating students’ curiosity and encouraging them to engage with science in their everyday lives and to make informed 
choices about further study and career choices.

Under the new GCSE 9-1, students will all sit terminal exams at the end of year 11 and there is no longer a coursework 
element. Triple science students will share the same content as those doing combined double award science, but complete 
additional content, deepening their understanding of all 3 disciplines. The biggest change comes in terms of assessment as 
instead of having to sit 9 exams, under the new GCSE triple science students will sit 6 exams, 2 of each in Biology, Chemistry 
and Physics.

Combined GCSE Science  
The combined GCSE Science is worth 2 GCSE’s. It is studied continually over the 2 years with 6 exams at the end of year 11. 
There are a set of core practicals that take place which will help to deepen students understanding of science and how it 
works, but this will no longer be assessed as coursework, there will be questions related to these practicals embedded into 
their exams.

Assessment
Students will complete 2 Biology, 2 Chemistry and 2 Physics papers, with distinctive units being in each exam. Each exam is 
out of 70 marks and is worth 16.7% of their final GCSE grades. They will be 1hour 15 minutes long and comprise of multiple 
choice, structured, closed short answer and open response style questions. 

Triple Science
Biology
Units covered in Biology are: cell biology; organization; infection & response; bioenergetics; homeostasis & response; 
inheritance, variation & evolution; ecology.

Chemistry 
Units covered in Chemistry are: atomic structure & the periodic table; bonding, structure and the properties of matter; 
quantitative chemistry; chemical changes; energy changes; rate and extent of chemical change; organic chemistry; chemical 
analysis; chemistry of the atmosphere; using resources.

Physics
Units covered in Physics are: Forces; energy; waves; electricity; magnetism & electromagnetism; particle model of matter; 
atomic structure.

Triple Science Assessment 
Students will complete 2 Biology, 2 Chemistry and 2 Physics papers with distinctive units being in each exam. Each exam is 
out of 100 marks and is worth 50% of their final GCSE grades for each GCSE. They will be 1hour 45 minutes long and comprise 
of multiple choice, structured, closed short answer and open response style questions.

Please see Mr Devaney if you would like more information.
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Humanities
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Humanities

All students must choose at least one subject from this group,  
up to a maximum of two.
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Geography GCSEHistory GCSE
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Examination Board: AQA

Course Content
This course provides students with the opportunity to investigate and evaluate change both over time and upon a culture. 

Paper 1 – Understanding the Modern World
Period study – America, 1840 to 1890. Expansion and consolidation.   
This period study focuses on the development of America during a turbulent half century of change. It was a period of 
expansion and consolidation – the expansion to the west and consolidation of the United States as a nation.
Topics include:

 ■ Expansion: Opportunities and challenges. 
 ■ Conflict across America. 
 ■ Consolidation: Forging the nation. 

Wider World Study – Conflict and Tension, 1918-1939
This wider world depth study enables students to understand the complex and diverse interests of different individuals and 
states. Topics include:

 ■ Peacemaking at the end of World War One
 ■ The League of Nations and international peace
 ■ The origins and outbreak of the Second World War

Paper 2 – Shaping the Nation
Thematic study – Britain: Health and the people: c1000 to the present day
This thematic study will enable students to gain an understanding of how medicine and public health developed in Britain 
over a long period of time. Topics include:

 ■ Medicine stands still
 ■ The beginnings of change
 ■ A revolution in medicine
 ■ Modern medicine

British Depth study – Normans 1066-1100.
This option allows students to study in depth the arrival of the Normans and the establishment of their rule. The depth study 
will focus on major aspects of Norman rule, considered from economic, religious, political, social and cultural standpoints of 
this period and arising contemporary and historical controversies. Topics include:

 ■ The Normans: conquest and control
 ■ Life under the Normans
 ■ The Norman Church and monasticism

This also includes a study of a historic environment linked to Norman England. The study of the historic environment will 
focus on a particular site in its historical context and should examine the relationship between a specific place and associated 
historical events and developments.

Please see Mr Reed or Mrs Whitsey or a member of the History team if you would like more information.

History GCSE
Examination Board: AQA

Course Content
Across the two years of GCSE you will have the opportunity to study both human and physical Geography topics and get your 
boots dirty out in the field. This GCSE course has three main exam components:

Paper one - Physical Geography Unit (1.5 hour exam worth 35%)
In this unit, you will study The Living World which is all about ecosystems and our management of them. We will focus in on 
the tropical rainforests and as a contrast, the colder regions of our world. You will also study Natural Hazards which includes 
earthquakes and how we can reduce the impact of them along with more contemporary issues such as climate change and 
how we can reduce the impact of this for future generations.  The final area of study in the Physical Geography unit is Physical 
Landscapes of the UK, in this unit we will study the distribution of key features such as our mountain ranges and rivers.  You 
will study the physical processes at work along both our coastal and river systems. 

Paper two - Human Geography Unit (1.5 hour exam worth 35%)
In this unit, you will study The Challenge of Urban Environments where we will investigate the problems of living in an urban 
world and strategies to reduce the impact, we will also examine the Changing Economic World and look at how poorer 
countries around the world can take steps to develop along with how the economy has changed within the richer countries 
of the world.  The final area of study will be the contemporary unit of Managing Resources. We all know that humans rely on 
finite resources and that there are hungry people around the world, this unit explores possible solutions to these global issues. 

Paper three - Geographical Issues Unit (1.25 hour exam worth 30%)
This unit is a new feature of GCSE Geography. The first section is based around a pre-release booklet and could cover any area 
of the course. The exam board release this booklet 12 weeks before the exam in June of Year 11. 

The second half of this unit is based around fieldwork. There is a course requirement for students to undertake two days 
of fieldwork across their GCSE course. Students will need to be involved in the planning, carrying out and the write up of 
their fieldwork.  There will need to be a human and physical geography fieldwork experience - previous visits have included 
a coastal trip to Hunstanton and an urban trip to Bedford. While attending the trips is not compulsory, students may find 
themselves at a disadvantage if they do not attend these trips.

Should you require any more information, please see Mrs Whitsey or Mr Fowler

Geography GCSE
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Open Choice
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Open Choice

Students can choose up to three subjects and two reserves 
from the following options, depending on how many have 

been chosen from the previous section.

A maximum of four subjects can be chosen across the 
humanities subjects and the open choice subjects.

Please note:
All courses are subject to change.
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Subject Content

Subject Name
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Art, Craft and Design GCSE

Examination Board: OCR

Course Content 
Art, Craft and Design is a broad-based course promoting learning through various processes, tools, techniques, materials and 
resources. Students must explore, experiment and develop skills, knowledge and understanding through the application of 
traditional and or digital techniques and processes specific to two or more chosen specification titles. 
The specification titles include: 

 ■ Fine Art 
 ■ Graphic Communication 
 ■ Photography 
 ■ Textile Design 
 ■ Three-Dimensional Design 
 ■ Critical and Contextual Studies

Students will study two components for this course: 

Component 1
Portfolio work is worth 60% of the overall grade. Students will demonstrate critical understanding of sources from a given 
starting point in order to present a personal and meaningful response that realises their intentions.  Students will refine work 
by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with media appropriate to their theme.

Component 2
Externally set assignment is worth 40% of the overall grade. Beginning in January of the second year, students are given an 
externally set paper with a selection of themes, each with a choice of written and/or visual starting points or stimuli. From this 
paper, students are expected to choose one option for which they will generate an appropriate personal response ending 
with a 10-hour supervised practical time period. 

Assessment
AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources

AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques and 
processes.

AO3: Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses. 

AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual 
language.

Further study
Majority of students go onto study A-Level Art and Design at Sixth Form or other similar creative courses. 

Students are able to choose an exciting combination of studying both Art and Photography courses for GCSE

Please contact Miss Berry for any additional information or questions.

Art, Craft and Design GCSE
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Art Textiles GCSE

Examination Board: OCR

Course Content 
Art Textiles is the creation of designs and products for woven, knitted, stitched or printed fabrics.
Learners must explore, acquire and develop skills, knowledge and understanding through the application of techniques and 
processes specific to their chosen area(s) of study of Textile Design.  
Students will explore practical and relevant critical and contextual sources such as the work of historical and contemporary 
textile designers and the different purposes, intentions and functions of textile design as appropriate to their own work. 

Learners are required to work in one or more area(s) of Textile Design, such as those listed below. 
 ■ Constructed textiles 
 ■ Digital textiles 
 ■ Dyed fabrics 
 ■ Printed fabrics 
 ■ Fashion design 
 ■ Installed textiles 
 ■ Soft furnishings 
 ■ Stitched and/or embellished textiles

Students will study two components for this course: 

Component 1
Portfolio work is worth 60% of the overall grade. Students will demonstrate critical understanding of sources from a given 
starting point in order to present a personal and meaningful response that realises their intentions.  Students will refine work 
by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with media appropriate to their theme.

Component 2
Externally set assignment is worth 40% of the overall grade. Beginning in January of the second year, students are given an 
externally set paper with a selection of themes, each with a choice of written and/or visual starting points or stimuli. From this 
paper, students are expected to choose one option for which they will generate an appropriate personal response ending 
with a 10-hour supervised practical time period. 

Assessment
AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources

AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques and 
processes.

AO3: Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses. 

AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual 
language. 

Further study
Majority of students go onto study A-Level Art Textiles at Sixth Form or other similar creative courses

Students are able to choose an exciting combination of studying both Textiles & Photography courses for GCSE

Please contact Mr Cullen-Downes for any additional information or questions.

Art Textiles GCSE
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Examination Board: AQA

Course Content
This course gives the students opportunity to do what they like best – participate in performance. All students devise    drama, 
explore texts both practically and written and work on two text-based performances. The Drama course encourages students 
to develop a personal interest in why drama matters and to be inspired.

Students learn to collaborate with others, think analytically and evaluate effectively. They gain the confidence to pursue 
their own ideas, reflect and refine their efforts. Whatever the future holds, students of GCSE Drama emerge with a toolkit of 
transferable skills, applicable both in further studies and in the workplace. 
Students will study 3 components:

Component 1 – Understanding Drama
Students will study one complete performance set text, selected by their teacher. This play text is in contrast to the play 
performed in component 3. Students will have chance to explore the text practically before answering question about it 
within a written exam.  Alongside this, students will study Theatre theory and Theatre review analysis. Students will evaluate a 
Live Performance that they have observed and studied within the written exam. 

Component 2 – Devising Drama
Students must create and develop a devised piece from stimulus. This can be done as a performer or as a design realisation. 
During the devising process students analyse and evaluate the process and performance by producing an individual devising 
log. 
Performer or designer routes available

Component 3 – Theatre Makers in Practice
This component is a practical component in which students are assessed on their ability to apply theatrical skills to realise 
artistic intentions in performance. Students can either perform in or design for two key extracts of a published play. Students 
can choose group, solo and/or partner-based routes for this assessment. 
Performer or designer routes available.

Assessment
Component 1: Written examination – 1hour 45 minutes
40% of the qualification (80 marks) 
Section A: multiple choice based on Theatre roles and terminology (4 marks).
Section B: Bringing Texts to Life (44 marks).This section consists of four questions based on an unseen extract from the studied 
set performance text.
Section C: Live Theatre Evaluation (32 marks). This section consists of one question requiring students to analyse and evaluate 
a live theatre performance they have seen.

Component 2: Practical
This is 40% of the qualification (80marks). 
This is internally assessed and externally moderated and consists of 2 parts; coursework
a) Devising log (60 marks)
The Devising log must comprise three sections, each marked out of 20 marks:

 ■ Section 1: Response to a stimulus
 ■ Section 2: Development and collaboration
 ■ Section 3: Analysis and evaluation. 

b) A devised performance/design realisation (20 marks)

Component 3: Practical. This is 20% of the qualification (20marks). This is externally assessed by a visiting examiner.  
For this component students must complete two assessment tasks:

 ■ study and present a key extract (monologue, duologue or group performance)
 ■ study and present a second key extract (monologue, duologue or group performance) from the same play. 

Please see Miss Alexander for more information.

Drama GCSE
Examination Board: Pearson

Course Content
This course will help you take your first steps towards a career in the music industry.  It is designed for students who want to 
develop skills in performance, composition and analysing music.  It is suitable for learners who are motivated to improve their 
current instrumental or vocal performance skills or song writing skills, through hands on practice and development.  

Knowledge of the music industry is theoretical and tested in a written exam.

The qualification consists of 4 units of work:

Unit 1 – The Music Industry
Students will study the different types of organisations that make up the music industry in areas such as venues, health and 
safety, production, unions, service companies and promotion.  Students will look at the job roles within these areas and the 
interrelation between them.  

Unit 2 – Managing a Music Product
The music industry depends on an ability to evolve and be innovative with the products created.  Students will work in 
small groups to plan, develop and deliver a music product such as an album, podcast or concert.  The delivery will include 
promotion and reviewing the management of the whole process.

Unit 4 – Music Composition
Students will develop a portfolio of ideas, learning to extend, develop and shape music that suits different situations.  
Students will develop melodic and harmonic skills in order to create pieces of music that fulfil different briefs whilst finding 
your own creative routes through the compositional process and developing your own creative voice.

Unit 5 – Music Performance
Learners will design and follow a practice routine that develops their solo performance skills.  Students will select an 
instrument or voice to focus on and the unit will culminate in a solo recital performance of 3 pieces.  Students will learn to self-
evaluate their performance skills, highlighting areas for improvement and incorporating this into their practice routine.

Assessment
 ■ Unit 1 – External Assessment – 1 hour written exam in May of year 10
 ■ Unit 2 – Internal Assessment – a portfolio of evidence of the creation and delivery of a music product and a review of its 

success
 ■ Unit 4 – Internal Assessment – a portfolio of compositions
 ■ Unit 5 – Internal Assessment – video recording of a solo performance of 3 pieces and a practice diary log

Please see Miss Reading, Mrs Noakes or Mrs Sargent if you would like more information

Music BTEC
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Subject Content

Subject Name
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Music Technology BTEC

Examination Board: OCR

Course Content
Photography is defined as the practice of producing images using light-sensitive materials such as photographic film, or 
digital methods of development and production to create static or moving images. Students must explore practical and 
relevant critical and contextual sources such as the work of historical and contemporary photographers and the different 
purposes, intentions and functions of photography as appropriate to their own work. Students must demonstrate the 
knowledge, skills and understanding through area(s) of study relevant to Photography. 

Component 1
Portfolio work is worth 60% of the overall grade. Students will demonstrate critical understanding of sources from a given 
starting point in order to present a personal and meaningful response that realises their intentions.  Students will refine work 
by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with media appropriate to their theme.

Component 2
Externally set assignment is worth 40% of the overall grade. Beginning in January of the second year, students are given an 
externally set paper with a selection of themes, each with a choice of written and/or visual starting points or stimuli. From this 
paper, students are expected to choose one option for which they will generate an appropriate personal response ending 
with a 10-hour supervised practical time period. 

In Component 1 and Component 2 students are required to work in one or more area(s) of photography:
Students are required to work in one or more area(s) of Photography, such as 

 ■ Documentary photography
 ■ Photo-journalism 
 ■ Studio photography 
 ■ Location photography
 ■ Experimental imagery
 ■ Installation 
 ■ Moving image

Assessment
AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources

AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques and 
processes.

AO3: Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses. 

AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual 
language.

Further study
Majority of students go onto study A-Level Photography at Sixth Form or other similar creative courses. 

Students are able to choose an exciting combination of studying both photography and Textiles or photography and Art 
courses at GCSE

Please contact Miss Berry if you would like more information.

Photography GCSE

Photography GCSE
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Examination Board: Pearson

Course Content
This course will help you take your first steps towards a career in the music industry.  It is designed for students who want to 
develop skills in performance, composition and analysing music.  It is suitable for learners who are motivated to improve their 
current instrumental or vocal performance skills or song writing skills, through hands on practice and development.  

Knowledge of the music industry is theoretical and tested in a written exam.

The qualification consists of 4 units of work:

Unit 1 – The Music Industry
Students will study the different types of organisations that make up the music industry in areas such as venues, health and 
safety, production, unions, service companies and promotion.  Students will look at the job roles within these areas and the 
interrelation between them.  

Unit 2 – Managing a Music Product
The music industry depends on an ability to evolve and be innovative with the products created.  Students will work in 
small groups to plan, develop and deliver a music product such as an album, podcast or concert.  The delivery will include 
promotion and reviewing the management of the whole process.

Unit 6 – Music Recording
Students will learn to plan and deliver a multi-track recording session, using recording and editing techniques to create a final 
mix.  You will learn to record a variety of instruments as well as use a variety of recording equipment

Unit 7 – Music Sequencing
You will use music sequencing packages to create music.  Using computers, you will learn a variety of ways to input musical 
information to create a final piece of music

Assessment
 ■ Unit 1 – External Assessment – 1 hour written exam in May of year 10
 ■ Unit 2 – Internal Assessment – a portfolio of evidence of the creation and delivery of a music product and a review of its 

success
 ■ Unit 6 – Internal Assessment – a multitrack recording with documentation
 ■ Unit 7 – Internal Assessment – a sequenced piece of music with documentation

Please see Miss Reading, Mrs Noakes or Mrs Sargent if you would like more information

Music Technology BTEC
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Examination Board: Pearson

Course Content
This course is for students who want to acquire knowledge and skills related to researching, panning, pitching, and reviewing 
an enterprise idea. 
The qualification consists of 3 components of work:

Component 1 – Exploring Enterprises
Students will examine different local enterprises to develop their knowledge and understanding of the characteristics of 
enterprises and the skills needed by entrepreneurs.

Component 2 – Planning for and Pitching an Enterprise Activity
Students will individually select an idea for a micro-enterprise activity to plan and pitch. They will individually pitch their 
business plan for their idea to an audience and then use the feedback to review their plan and pitch.

Component 3 – Promotion and Finance for Enterprise
Students will explore the different promotional methods used by enterprises and the factors that influence how enterprises 
identify and target their market. Students will explore financial documents and how to use them to monitor and improve the 
performance of an enterprise in order to make decisions and recommend strategies for success.

Assessment
 ■ Unit 1 – Internal Assessment (30%) – a portfolio of coursework at Easter of year 10
 ■ Unit 2 – Internal Assessment (30%) – a portfolio of coursework as Christmas of year 11
 ■ Unit 3 – External Assessment (40%) – a portfolio of coursework at the end of year 11

Please see Mr Chilver or Miss Hogben if you would like more information

Exam Board: WJEC

Course Content
This course provides the opportunity for authentic work related learning, but more than this, it will require learners to consider 
how the use and application of their learning impacts on
individuals, employers, society and the environment. The applied purpose will also
enable learners to learn in such a way that they develop a range of skills, including problem solving, project based research, 
development and presentation.

Unit 1: Customer Experience
In this unit you will learn about the principles of customer service and how retailers use these to set the standards that are at 
the heart of the customer experience. You will develop research skills so that you can investigate the quality of the customer 
experience across different retailers, analysing and presenting your findings. You will explore and gain an understanding of 
how customer service affects the behaviour of both customers and employees..

This unit is internally assessed through coursework

Unit 2: Retail Business
Through this unit you will learn about the issues faced by retailers in today’s highly
competitive market. You will gain knowledge of the retail sector and how its retailers
organise their businesses to respond to change. You will be able to use the knowledge and
understanding you gain in order to recommend how different types of retailers can respond
to issues. 
This unit is externally assessed through an exam.

Unit 3: Retail Operations
With this unit you will learn about the everyday activities of a retailer and how different
retailers organise these activities. You will also learn how retailers prepare for changes by
re-organising their operations. You will use what you learn to propose to retailers how they
could organise their operations to respond to change.

This unit is internally assessed through coursework

Please see Mr Chilver if you would like more information

Enterprise (Business Studies) BTEC Retail Business Voc Award
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Enterprise (Business Studies) BTEC
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Subject Content

Subject Name
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Exam Board: Pearson

Course Content
The Award gives learners the opportunity to develop sector-specific knowledge and skills in a practical learning environment. 
The main focus is on four areas of equal importance, which cover the:

 ■ development of key skills that prove your aptitude in digital information technology, such as project planning, designing 
and creating user interfaces, creating dashboards to present and interpret data

 ■ process that underpins effective ways of working in digital information technology, such as project planning, the iterative 
design process, cyber security, virtual teams, legal and ethical codes of conduct

 ■ attitudes that are considered most important in digital information technology, including personal management and 
communication

 ■ knowledge that underpins effective use of skills, process and attitudes in the sector such as how different user interfaces 
meet user needs, how organisations collect and use data to make decisions, virtual workplaces, cyber security and legal 
and ethical issues.

Component 1: Exploring User Interface Design Principles and Project Planning Techniques
Learners will develop their understanding of what makes an effective user interface (e.g. windows) and how to
effectively manage a project. They will use this understanding to plan, design and create a
user interface. 
The main learning aims of this component are to:

 ■ Investigate user interface design for individuals and organisations
 ■ Use project planning techniques to plan and design a user interface
 ■ Develop and review a user interface.

Component 2: Collecting, Presenting and Interpreting Data
Learners will understand the characteristics of data and information and how they help
organisations in decision making. They will use data manipulation methods to create a dashboard to
present and draw conclusions from information.
The main learning aims of this component are to:

 ■ Investigate the role and impact of using data on individuals and organisations
 ■ Create a dashboard using data manipulation tools
 ■ Draw conclusions and review data presentation methods.

Both component 1 and 2 are internally assessed through coursework

Component 3: Effective Digital Working Practices
Learners will explore how organisations use digital systems and the wider implications associated
with their use.
The main Assessment objectives are:
AO1 Demonstrate knowledge of facts, terms, processes and issues in relation to digital information technology
AO2 Apply an understanding of facts, terms, processes and issues in relation to digital information technology
AO3 Analyse, evaluate and make reasoned judgements about the use, factors and implications influencing digital information 
technology
AO4 Make connections with the concepts, issues, terms and processes in digital information technology

This component is assessed through a 1hour 30 minute external assessment set by the exam board. 

Please see Mr Chilver if you would like more information

Digital Information Technology BTEC
Examination Board: OCR

Course Content
This course will teach you the theory behind how computers work and allow you to apply this knowledge to real life problems.  
The course is assessed through written exams at the end of year 11.
The qualification consists of 3 components of work:

Component 01: Computer systems
Students are introduced to the central processing unit (CPU), computer memory and storage, wired and wireless networks, 
network topologies, system security and system software. We also look at ethical, legal, cultural and environmental concerns 
associated with computer science.

Component 02: Computational thinking, algorithms and programming
Students apply knowledge and understanding gained in component 01. They develop skills and understanding in 
computational thinking: algorithms, programming techniques, producing robust programs, computational logic, translators 
and data representation. The skills and knowledge developed within this component will support the learner when 
completing the Programming Project.

Programming Project
Students use OCR Programming Project tasks to develop their practical ability in the skills developed in components 01 
and 02. They will have the opportunity to define success criteria from a given problem, and then create suitable algorithms 
to achieve the success criteria. Students then code their solutions in a suitable programming language, and check its 
functionality using a suitable and documented test plan. Finally, they will evaluate the success of their solution and reflect on 
potential developments for the future.

Assessment
 ■ Component 1 (50%) – 1 hour and 30 minute exam at the end of year 11
 ■ Component 2 (50%) – 1 hour and 30 minute exam at the end of year 11

Please see Mr Chilver or Mrs Jethwa if you would like more information

GCSE Computer Science
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French/Spanish GCSEFrench/Spanish GCSE
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Examination Board: AQA

Course Content
If you enjoy communicating with other people, finding out how language works and learning about different countries and
cultures, you will enjoy studying a language at GCSE. Students will:

 ■ Be able to share your interests, ideas and opinions with other people who speak the language
 ■ Learn about countries where the language is spoken
 ■ Add an international dimension to your choice of GCSE subjects, which is something many employers and higher 

education providers seek
 ■ Learn many skills which are useful in a wide range of careers, such as the ability to communicate clearly, being confident 

about speaking in public and using problem solving strategies
 ■ Create greater opportunities to work abroad, or for companies in the UK with international links. Many employers look for 

people with language skills

The specification covers three distinct themes. These themes apply to all four question papers.
Students are expected to understand and provide information and opinions about these themes relating to their own 
experiences and those of other people, including people in countries /communities where French/Spanish is spoken.

Theme 1: Identity and culture covers the following four topics with related sub-topics shown as bullet points:
 ■ Topic 1: Me, my family and friends which covers relationships with family and friends and marriage/partnership
 ■ Topic 2: Technology in everyday life including social media and mobile technology
 ■ Topic 3: Free-time activities covering Music, Cinema and TV, Food, Eating out and Sport
 ■ Topic 4: Customs and festivals in French/Spanihs-speaking countries/communities

Theme 2: Local, national, international and global areas of interest covers the following four topics with related sub-topics 
shown as bullet points:

 ■ Topic 1: Home, town, neighbourhood and region
 ■ Topic 2: Social issues including Charity/voluntary work, Healthy/unhealthy living
 ■ Topic 3: Global issues which covers the environment, poverty and homelessness
 ■ Topic 4: Travel and tourism

Theme 3: Current and future study and employment covers the following four topics:
 ■ Topic 1: My studies
 ■ Topic 2: Life at school/college
 ■ Topic 3: Education post-16
 ■ Topic 4: Jobs, career choices and ambitions

Assessment
Students will be informally assessed regularly, and asked to target specific areas for improvement.
GCSE assessment takes the following form:

 ■ 25% listening exam sat at the end of the course
 ■ 25% reading exam sat at the end of the course
 ■ 25% speaking – speaking exam sat at the end of the course with the class teacher.  Recorded and sent away to be marked.
 ■ 25% writing – writing exam sat at the end of the course.

Please see Miss Fernandez if you would like more information.

French/Spanish GCSE
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Health and Social Care BTECFood & Nutrition GCSE
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Examination Board: AQA

GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition is an exciting and creative course which focuses on practical cooking skills to ensure 
students develop a thorough understanding of nutrition, food provenance and the working characteristics of food materials. 
At its heart, this qualification focuses on nurturing students’ practical cookery skills to give them a strong understanding of 
nutrition.

Upon completion of this course, students will be qualified to go on to further study, or embark on an apprenticeship or full 
time career in the catering or food industries.

By studying food preparation and nutrition learners will be able to:
 ■ Develop the knowledge, understanding and skills required to cook and apply the principles of food science, nutrition and 

healthy eating.
 ■ Develop their food preparation techniques to create a number of dishes demonstrating a wide range of skills
 ■ Develop their understanding of food nutrition and health including how to achieve a balanced diet and cater for the 

needs of specific individuals with additional health needs.
 ■ Understand the science behind food preparation including the functional and chemical properties of food. 
 ■ Understand how food can be contaminated and how this can be prevented through safe food storage and preparation 

techniques. 
 ■ Understand the factors influencing food choice
 ■ Develop their understanding of food labelling and marketing
 ■ Gain an understanding of British and International cuisines
 ■ Compare foods using a range of techniques including sensory analysis
 ■ Understand the environmental impact and sustainability of foods
 ■ Understand different food production and processing methods.

Exam
Examines the theoretical knowledge of food preparation and nutrition from Sections 1 to 5:
1. Food, nutrition and health
2. Food science
3. Food safety
4. Food choice
5. Food provenance

Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes
50% of GCSE (100 marks)
Multiple choice questions (20 marks)
Five questions each with a number of sub questions (80 marks)

Non-Examined Assessment
Task 1: Food investigation 
15% of GCSE (30 marks)
Demonstrates students’ understanding of the working characteristics, functional and chemical properties of ingredients.
Assessed through: Written report (1,500–2,000 words) including photographic evidence of the practical investigation.

Task 2: Food preparation assessment 
35% of GCSE (70 marks)
Demonstrates students’ knowledge, skills and understanding in relation to the planning, preparation, cooking, presentation 
of food and application of nutrition related to the chosen task. Students will prepare, cook and present a final menu of three 
dishes within a single period of no more than three hours, planning in advance how this will be achieved.
Assessed through: Written portfolio including photographic evidence. Photographic evidence of the three final dishes must 
be included.

Please see Mrs Porter if you would like more information.

Examination Board: Pearson

Course Content
This Tech Award in Health and Social Care is for learners who want to acquire technical knowledge and technical skills through 
vocational contexts as part of their Key Stage 4 learning. The qualification recognises the value of learning skills, knowledge 
and vocational attributes to complement GCSEs. 

The Award gives learners the opportunity to develop sector-specific knowledge and skills in a practical learning environment. 
The main focus is on four areas of equal importance, which cover the: 

 ■ development of key skills that prove your aptitude in health and social care such as interpreting data to assess an 
individual’s health 

 ■ process that underpins effective ways of working in health and social care, such as designing a plan to improve an 
individual’s health and wellbeing 

 ■ attitudes that are considered most important in health and social care, including the care values that are vitally important 
in the sector, and the opportunity to practise applying them  

 ■ knowledge that underpins effective use of skills, process and attitudes in the sector such as human growth and 
development, health and social care services, and factors affecting people’s health and wellbeing.  

There are 3 components to the Tech Award that must be completed in order to pass the course.

Component 1: Human Lifespan Development
Learners will investigate how, in real situations, human development is affected by different factors and that people deal 
differently with life events.

Component 2: Health and Social Care Services and Values
Learners study and explore practically, health and social care services and how they meet the needs of real service users. They 
also develop skills in applying care value

Component 3: Health and Wellbeing
Learners will study the factors that affect health and wellbeing, learning about physiological and lifestyle indicators, and how 
to design a health and wellbeing improvement plan

Assessment
Components 1 and 2 are assessed through internal assessment. Internal assessment for these components has been designed 
to relate to achievement of application of the conceptual underpinning for the sector through realistic tasks and activities. 
This style of assessment promotes deep learning through ensuring the connection between knowledge and practice. Each 
component is worth 30% of the course (60% total)

Component 3: Health and Wellbeing requires learners to apply performances skills and techniques in response to a brief 
and stimulus developing group performance workshop for a selected audience. It is synoptic and involves a 60 mark exam 
externally assessed by Pearson worth the remaining 40% of the Tech Award.

Please see Mrs Bird if you would like more information.

Food & Nutrition GCSE Health and Social Care BTEC
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Examination Board: Edexcel

Course Content
The level 1/2 BTEC first award in Sport is a vocational qualification that allows pupils to develop their knowledge and 
understanding by applying their learning and skills in a work related context. The qualification allows pupils to take 
responsibility for their own learning and work independently. The BTEC sport qualification will not only develop knowledge 
and skills within the sport sector but prepare pupils for skills required in the modern day work place, including: teamwork, 
working from a brief, working to a deadline, working collaboratively as well as independently and presenting information 
effectively. 

The course is 100% theory, although many of the units covered lend themselves to a practical setting and are delivered as 
such. The course has 4 units which are covered over the 2 years: 

Unit 1 – Fitness for Sport and Exercise 
This unit pupils will explore the world of training, developing their knowledge of the components of fitness and the principles 
of training. They will experience and understand different training methods as well as taking part in and investigating different 
fitness tests and why these are vital to training. 

This unit is externally assessed through an online exam, which lasts 1 hour 15 minutes. 

Unit 2 – Practical Performance in Sport 
This unit will help pupils understand the whole sport, developing their knowledge of the rules, regulations and officiating 
aspects of different sports. They will also be required to apply their skills, techniques and demonstrate tactical knowledge 
within different sports and analyse their own and others performances. 

This unit is internally assessed through coursework. 

Unit 3 – Applying the Principles of Personal Training
This unit builds on the information gathered in unit 1 and unit 2. Pupils will have to design and carry out a personal training 
programme that will improve and develop their performance within one of the sports used in unit 2. They will know about 
the musculoskeletal system and cardiorespiratory system and the effects of training has on them. They will also review their 
personal training programme and the effectiveness on the goals and objectives. 

This unit is a synoptic assessment that is marked internally. 

Unit 6 – Leading Sports Activities 
This unit allows pupils to gain and understanding of sports leadership giving them opportunity to experience leadership 
and coaching within the sports sector.  They will develop knowledge of the attributes that make a successful sports leader, 
demonstrate their planning and leading skills and be able to review their own performance as a sports leader. 

This unit is internally assessed through coursework.

If you require any further information about this course please speak to Miss McCardie. 

BTEC Sport
Exam Board: Pearson

Course Content
This qualification provides an engaging and stimulating introduction to the world of travel and tourism giving you the 
opportunity to develop knowledge and technical skills in a practical learning environment. You will explore some of the key 
areas within the sector, including accommodation, tourism development and promotion, transport and visitor attractions. You 
will investigate the importance of the travel and tourism sector to the UK, and investigate different types of customer and UK 
destinations. You will also have the opportunity to study international travel and tourism. You will develop key skills, such as 
research, report drafting and writing skills and project management.

Unit 1: The UK Travel and Tourism Sector
In this unit, you will gain an understanding of the range of organisations involved with different types of tourism in the UK, 
including their roles, how they work together and how they use technology to meet changing customer needs
The main learning aims of this unit are to:

 ■ understand the UK travel and tourism sector and its importance to the UK economy
 ■ know about the industries, and key organisations, within the travel and tourism sector, their roles and interrelationships 
 ■ understand the role of consumer technology in the travel and tourism sector.

This unit is assessed externally using a paper-based exam marked by Pearson

Unit 2: UK Travel and Tourism Destinations
This unit will give you an understanding of what the UK travel and tourism industry has to offer to tourists. It will enable you 
to identify and locate tourist destinations, major UK airports and seaports, as well as to discover sea routes and three-letter 
airport codes.
The main learning aims of this unit are to:

 ■ know UK travel and tourism destinations and gateways
 ■ investigate the appeal of UK tourism destinations for different types of visitors 
 ■ plan UK holidays to meet the needs of different visitors

Unit 3: The Travel and Tourism Customer Experience
In this unit you will look at the definition of customer service and what the main aims of customer service are; this may differ 
depending on the size and type of the travel and tourism organisation.
The main learning aims of this unit are to:

 ■ investigate travel and tourism customer service 
 ■ explore the needs and expectations of different types of customer in the travel and tourism sector 
 ■ understand the importance of customer service to travel and tourism organisations.

Units 2 and 3 are assessed internally.
Optional Units: Your teacher will select one of these additional units for you to complete
Unit 4: International Travel and Tourism Destinations
In this unit you would investigate the appeal of international travel and tourism destinations to different types of visitor and 
plan international travel to meet the needs of visitors.
Unit 5: Factors Affecting Worldwide Travel and Tourism
In this unit you would investigate how climate, and worldwide time, can affect the appeal of worldwide destinations as well as 
understand influential factors on worldwide travel and tourism destinations.

Please see Mrs O’Neill if you would like more information

Travel and Tourism BTEC

Travel and Tourism BTEC
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